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A detailed Situation Map helps you locate active

expands, easy access to real-time, global
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risk information is more vital than ever to

based on the most current flight, ground

help protect operations, corporate travelers,

transportation and hotel itinerary information,
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all displayed in context with our real-time and

The ActivTravel™ add-on is a comprehensive
travel risk management solution combining upto-the-minute all-hazards alerts with employee
travel data, giving you the relevant information
you need when you need it for traveler safety.

regional incident reporting and analysis.

The information you need at your
fingertips
Pre-trip advisories are automatically sent
to travelers at the time of booking. You can

This convenient, easy-to-use resource gets the

configure them in advance to include the

individual itineraries you need from your travel

information you want your traveler to know

management company(s) and gives you and the

including travel policies, recent security threats,

traveler critical information about hazards which

health and safety risks, visa requirements, and

may pose a threat to their safety and security.

more.

ActivTravel™
Powerful Benefits
• Protects the health, safety,
and productivity of traveling
employees
• Combines travel intelligence,
traveler tracking and real-time
threat alerts
• Provides a 360° view of your
travel risk exposure
• Generates comprehensive
travel reports
• Prepares travelers with
customized and automated
pre-trip advisories
• Delivers targeted alerts to atrisk travelers/their managers
• Enables a confident response
when problems arise

Travel alerts are automated and

managers can also configure

targeted, empowering travel

it to send alerts to themselves,

managers to easily communicate

the travelers and/or regional

relevant threats to active

managers responsible for traveler

and pending travelers. This

safety.

translates into meaningful alerts
for travelers, increased policy
compliance rates, and more time
to focus on other responsibilities.

Actionable
intelligence and
analysis delivered to
the right people at
the right time.

ActivTravel alerts and notifications
can also be configured to align

• Improves risk visibility and
situational awareness

with corporate policies such

• Personalizes alerting based on
incident type, severity, latitude/
longitude

risk ratings. Travel or security

as destinations and country

More About NC4
NC4 delivers safety and security solutions for
both business and government organizations. We
revolutionize how organizations and communities
collect, manage, share and disseminate
information to reduce cyber threats, fight crime,
mitigate risks, and manage incidents. NC4 also
provides cyber threat sharing solutions both
through secure collaboration services and recently
(via Soltra Edge), through automated, structured,
and standardized (STIX/TAXII) mechanisms.

NC4 takes a comprehensive and integrated
approach to safety and security by providing: cyber
threat exchanges that drive the development of a
sharing culture and circles of trust; global security
and travel intelligence, analysis, traveler tracking,
and relevant real time threat alerting to mitigate
enterprise risks and a common operating picture
for fighting crime and managing emergencies.
To learn more about how NC4 can benefit your
organization, visit www.NC4.com or call 877-6244999 or 310-606-4444.
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